Data Analysis Centre (DAC)

Expro’s DAC provides critical production, reservoir and integrity evaluation data to drive your decision making - quickly and efficiently.

With centres of excellence globally, including the UK, Asia and United States, our cased hole logging and data analysis experts allow customers to identify and understand the issues of their well - selecting the most appropriate remedial strategy.

### Applications

- Production log analysis
- Reservoir data management
- Multi-finger caliper analysis
- Well performance modelling
- 3rd party log analysis
- Real-time modelling analysis at the well site
- Operations support
- Client training

### Benefits

- Data drive solutions to improve the performance from your well
- Real-time decision making, allowing for remedial action at the well site - 24 hour coverage for global operations
- Value-add well intervention services to deliver fast, efficient well intervention solutions – slickline, e-line, cased hole services

By working closely with our customers, we can improve the performance of the well, while proactively monitoring for other production issues. All aspects of an operation are given careful consideration before a well specific data acquisition programme is designed to meet the projects objectives. By developing these programmes, the client receives the most efficient solution to their logging and data analysis requirements.
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1. Data output – PulsFrac
2. 3D ‘fly-down’ view from MPS caliper analysis software
3. Cross-sectional view from MPS caliper analysis software
4. 3D external view from MPS caliper